Dear Chatham Alumni and Friends,

Last year was a year like no other. Like the rest of the world, the Chatham community navigated truly unanticipated challenges and changes. It was the generosity of our alumni, friends, and employees who made sure that our students had what they needed that carried us through.

Considering the uncertainty and multiple hardships of the last 18 months, Chatham’s position of strength is even more impressive. We completed the 2020/21 fiscal year with $12,373,483 in support from 1,495 generous donors. Our fundraising was significantly boosted by $5,381,201 in CARES Act Relief funding. Thanks to your donations, we also achieved our highest annual giving level in more than seven years and raised $5,174,773 in scholarship and emergency aid for our students. Without your generosity, we would not have been able to welcome our largest class in Chatham’s history–430 new students!

Your commitment, generosity, and willingness to help have made Chatham a successful, thriving university. Thank you for being a crucial member of the Chatham community and supporting our students through your philanthropy!

May the year ahead be a safe, healthy, and happy one for each of you!

With gratitude,

David Finegold
From the moment I drove up Woodland Road, it reminded me of something out of a storybook. It truly felt like a magical place, and I knew then this is where I was meant to be." Nearly twenty years later, Dana Donaldson ’05 is still grateful to Chatham University for helping her to become the leader she is today. She shares her passion for Chatham then and now and the importance of giving back to the future generations of Chatham students.

Donaldson made many close friendships while at Chatham and her fondest memories are shared with many of her classmates, most of whom lived in Fickes. To commemorate her friendships, Dana later created an expendable scholarship called The Fickes Crew Scholarship. “This scholarship was a way to memorialize those memories, friendships and education that occurred outside of the classroom. We were inseparable and the amount of laughter we shared—it was almost like being on a dais at a roast; we all got one another and were there for each other. The attacks of September 11, 2001 happened within our first few weeks into our first semester of college—it was dark and scary times and those jokes and laughs were a necessity, just to have a reprieve from the seriousness around us.” The scholarship was an opportunity to give back to students with financial need and enhance their overall experience.

Thinking about how The Fickes Crew Scholarship was fully expended, Donaldson considered other ways she could continue to support students. When thinking about how she could make the biggest impact, she thought about those on the frontlines during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Her grandmother was a nurse at Children’s Hospital and had a passion for helping others. Feeling inspired by her grandmother’s legacy, she wanted to create a scholarship to help future front-line workers and created The Shirley Mae Milkovich Scholarship for physician assistant graduate students.

Not only has Donaldson given back through her scholarship support, but she also serves as an advisory board member for the Center for Women’s Entrepreneurship and as the President of the Alumni Association Board, where she plays a key role in keeping classmates engaged with their alma mater. “I am proud to support Chatham to give students a strong foundation in an ever-changing world. Chatham empowered me and it is only right for me to pay it forward.”

If you would like to learn more about expendable scholarships, please contact Dana DePasquale, director of individual giving, at ddepasquale@chatham.edu or 412-365-1517.
Evelyn Lewis Freeman ’70

Paying tribute to the hardworking ethic and love of her late parents, Evelyn Lewis Freeman ’70 established the Julia and Lou Lewis Scholarship for Undergraduate Women in their memory. Freeman’s parents were first-generation Americans, born to immigrant parents, who had a great love of learning and education. When thinking about the impact of the scholarship, she decided it was most meaningful to give first preference to a female student majoring in the arts, humanities, or education to celebrate her mother’s interests.

“It was important for me to name this scholarship after my parents because I was very blessed to have such a wonderful family. I attended Chatham on a scholarship and would not have been able to afford to do so without that financial support. Now that I am in a position to help others, I wanted to create a scholarship to help students who have similar circumstances and to give back to my University.”

When receiving word that the inaugural scholarship was awarded, she wanted to learn more about the student who benefited from the scholarship that honored her parents’ legacy. Freeman worked with Chatham to meet her student recipient, Riley Malicki, who was a first-year student majoring in education.

“I was eager to meet with Riley via Zoom! I was also thrilled to learn she was an education major, just like me! She is also interested in early childhood education, which was also what I studied. It was refreshing to hear that she is involved in hockey and softball considering there were so few opportunities for women in athletics when I attended Chatham. We actually had a lot in common, and I was happy to see that my scholarship went to such a deserving student!”

The scholarship also had a significant impact on Riley, who shared what the scholarship has meant to her. “My family really struggled financially during the COVID-19 pandemic and even the smallest amount of support went a long way—not only for myself, but with my family as well. There are not enough words to express my gratitude. I don’t think I could ever say thank you to you enough, but I know that this opportunity, to be here at Chatham, would not be possible without Evie and her support! This is without a doubt one of the greatest gifts I’ve ever had the pleasure of receiving!”

If you would like more information on how to help students like Riley, please contact Dana DePasquale, director of individual giving, at ddepasquale@chatham.edu or 412-365-1517.
Dr. Darlene Motley, Dean of the School of Arts, Science & Business (SASB) at Chatham University, has been a true pioneer and leader in her role. When accepting the position, she was enthusiastic about having the opportunity to work at a university where she could make a difference and influence change. After nearly a decade of service, Dean Motley is retiring and we are pleased to highlight the vast impact she has had on the Chatham community.

Reflecting on her time at Chatham, Dr. Motley shared how meaningful it was to begin at a pivotal time in Chatham history. When Chatham shifted to become an all-gender university, she was part of the leadership team that organized Chatham into four schools: the School of Health Sciences; the Falk School of Sustainability & Environment; the School of Arts, Science & Business; and the School of Continuing & Professional Studies. As inaugural Dean of SASB, she shares, “I was part of that from the beginning and it has driven how we look at our programs and how we work with our students in a more direct way.” SASB has had tremendous growth in our undergraduate programs and I attribute this to our dedicated faculty working with Enrollment in the coeducational environment Chatham has created.

Dr. Motley views one of the most significant and important roles she has held at Chatham University as being the Co-Chair of the Diversity and Inclusion Council. Dr. Motley and the Committee have challenged the status quo by identifying creative solutions to build a more inclusive campus community. The Council works with the Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) to spearhead initiatives like evaluating accessibility, creating opportunities for students of color, and developing broader campus-wide initiatives that will be included in the University’s strategic plan.

“This is really an effort to do something across the entire community in terms of where do we see ideas and areas for improvement? Where do we see concerns? The way that we are right now, I think has been a major opportunity for Chatham. If I drill down just a little further—there are a few things that really stand out: the Diversity and Inclusion Council where we work with the Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion to bring concerns and ideas from students, staff, and faculty up to the highest levels of administration. The fact that we have the forum for people to bring their ideas and concerns straight to the President has been an important responsibility of the Council and DEI Office. Second would be the efforts that are being made across the departments that highlight DEI initiatives. The final piece is the search advocate training that we started last summer. We are training a cross section of people—both faculty and staff—to help with hiring within the organization, which is a big one!”

continued on next page
With her passion for helping students and making a difference on campus, her work does not stop there. Dr. Motley understands the importance of financially supporting the students and the programs that have been so important to her. “As a part of the leadership team, I think it is important to show our support for the University. I also like that you can select the areas where you can make a gift. It has been meaningful to me when I can pick something that has a direct impact on students. There are also valuable opportunities to support in the Diversity, Equity & Inclusion space to help our students of color, or going back to Chatham’s roots by supporting women.”

While Dr. Motley will be greatly missed at Chatham, the legacy of her work will be at Chatham for many years to come. If you are interested in learning more about Diversity, Equity & Inclusion efforts at Chatham University, please visit [www.chatham.edu](http://www.chatham.edu) > Student Experience > Diversity, Equity & Inclusion. If you would like to make a gift to support Diversity, Equity & Inclusion initiatives at Chatham University, please visit our secure giving site [www.givecampus.com/campaigns/20962/donations/new](http://www.givecampus.com/campaigns/20962/donations/new).

Dean Motley (2nd from left) joined students and other deans at a Black Lives Matter Dean’s Hour in fall 2020.
Alumna Establishes Endowed Fund to Support Student Internships

In 2020, Judy Papernick ’79 and her husband Alan established The Judy Papernick ’79 Experiential Learning Program Endowment to provide paid internships for current undergraduate students. Experiential learning is a key component to a Chatham education. The knowledge gained outside of the classroom through internships, job shadowing, employment, volunteering, informational interviewing, and other real-world experience is essential. As part of Chatham’s experiential learning philosophy, all undergraduate students are required to participate in an internship prior to graduation.

Continue reading to learn more about the inaugural Papernick Interns.

Celia Chickerella ’21
• Senior, BA in Biology and Psychology
• Undergraduate Admissions Ambassador
• Residential Assistant
• Honors Program (2019-Present)
• Honors Program Living & Learning Community (2019-Present)
• Rachel Carson Healthy Planet Award recipient
• Chatham University Dean’s List (2019-Present)

“It has always been my goal to work with children and to position myself as a resource to them. I interned at a Pittsburgh organization called Gwen’s Girls* in their Academic Support Initiative. This is an assistive program for many at-risk youths within the Pittsburgh area, so I not only was able to pursue my interests within educating young people in the sciences, but I also was able to further cultivate my passion for psychology by acting as a mentor to these children.”

*Chatham University Trustee and alumna Kathi Elliott, DNP ’14 is CEO of Gwen’s Girls.
Alyssa McCormick ’23

• Junior, BS in Environmental Science and Botany
• Undergraduate Chemistry Tutor
• Research Tech for Assistant Professor Dr. Utz, focusing on biodiversity and the effects of invasive plants at Eden Hall Campus

“My internship investigated the effect of increased atmospheric CO2 on poison ivy using historic specimens under the supervision of my mentor Dr. Ryan Utz and Dr. Mason Heberling, assistant curator of botany. This research internship was completed at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh. It allowed me to further my research and data analysis skills by working with herbarium specimens, using image analysis software, and collecting leaf morphometric data. Furthermore, I assisted the museum’s botany department by helping to digitize the herbarium. Improving science accessibility for people of all ages and backgrounds is a personal passion of mine.”

Sierra Short ’22

• Senior, BS in Human Biology
• Chatham University Dean’s List (2018-Present)
• President’s Athletic Conference Academic Honor Roll, Basketball (2019-Present)
• Undergraduate Biology and Anatomy Tutor

“The internship I undertook this past summer involved investigating relationships between great ape locomotion modes and enthesis morphology, which will benefit me as I intend to apply to medical school. This research assignment provided a unique opportunity to expand my knowledge about anatomical makeup, while granting me the option of analyzing structures utilizing three-dimensional (3-D) models and simulation tools such as Matlab. Using this toolset tied anatomy and advanced computer skills together, providing me with new research tools that will someday be valuable as I enter the field of medicine. Additionally, as I completed biological literature research, I learned more about how to explore primary resources effectively and efficiently, which is a skill of utmost importance in the medical field.”
We are grateful for our alumni and friends whose generosity helps Chatham’s innovative spirit thrive and brings our long-term vision for the University closer to reality. Because of you, Chatham students receive an unrivaled education that fuses modern, professional skills with traditional, liberal arts knowledge. Their success, both at the University and beyond, would not be possible without your contributions. The opportunities that you create for them at the University ensure that Chatham’s reputation for excellence will live on well into the future.

On the following pages, we recognize donors who made gifts between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021. Together, these donors committed more than $12 million to Chatham.

Alumni Donors

1920s
- Estate of Mary Isabel Epley ’27
- Dorothy Devine Agnew ’57
- Sally Knight Anderson ’59
- Elizabeth Lupton Bernardi ’59
- Roberta F. Bills ’59
- Barbara Black Bloomstrom ’50
- Laura Jane Fisher Booth ’52
- Marilyn Campbell Bowling ’55
- Eva M. Bowser ’50
- Nancy Hauser Bowser ’59
- Kathleen Hogan Bradish ’59
- Mary Anne Knuth Braithwaite ’58
- Carole Ashman Briggs ’58
- Leslie Mulvihill Brockett ’55
- Doris Warner Brown ’52
- Shirley A. Brusco ’59
- Sally Allmay Buske ’50
- Denise Zadek Chatfield ’58
- Patricia A. Clark ’59
- Jean Ritchie Clift ’53
- Mary Killen Cochran ’57
- Elizabeth Fawcett Coleman ’55
- Marilyn Steinman Cook ’58
- Claudette Smith Cooper ’58
- Marlene Valentine Daugherty ’57
- Mary Elliott Donaldson ’57
- Estate of Marilyn Pfohl Donnelly ’51
- Martha McLaughlin Ellers ’52
- Estate of Betty Langer Feathers ’50
- Doris Redman Foster ’59
- Carla Norberg Gaut ’55
- Frances Venardos Gialamas ’59
- Anne Gibb ’51
- Judy Moore Goehring ’58
- Mary Ann Schmitt Goodrum ’57
- Estate of Marilyn Pfohl Donnelly ’51
- Estate of Betty Langer Feathers ’50
- Doris Redman Foster ’59
- Carla Norberg Gaut ’55
- Frances Venardos Gialamas ’59
- Anne Gibb ’51
- Judy Moore Goehring ’58
- Mary Ann Schmitt Goodrum ’57
- Estate of Marilyn Pfohl Donnelly ’51
- Estate of Betty Langer Feathers ’50
- Estate of Jean White Markell ’46
- Charlotte Saul Davis McGhee ’54
- Ethel Anderson Mesloh ’51
- Lois Glazer Michaels ’53
- Betty Lou Levy Miller ’51
- Joan Weinhold Moes ’56
- Barbara Berg Morrison ’58
- Peggy Burgette Newman ’58
- Estate of Nan R. Norris ’54, ’93
- Sheila Stevens Otto ’57
- Virginia Capone Palguta ’50
- Carla Bianchi Palmer ’59
- Gisela Paoli Velez ’57
- Elizabeth Russell Burnam Pugh ’57
- Elizabeth Frantz Purdurn ’53
- Mrs. Josephine R. Reiter ’58
- Ann Denigan Richardson ’50
- Nancy Galley Roderick ’58
- Harriet E. Rosser ’54
- Nancy Gelman Rubenstein ’57
- Carol Moran Russell ’58
- Barbara Jean Sanford ’58
- Elizabeth Farmerie Seaborn ’58
- Barbara Goodstein Selbst ’58

1930s
- Estate of Helen Neely ’31
- Estate of Marjorie Shoemaker ’34
- Estate of Winifred Jeffries Saxton ’35
- Estate of Doris H. Pierce ’36
- Estate of Mary Isabel Epley ’27
- Dorothy Devine Agnew ’57
- Sally Knight Anderson ’59
- Elizabeth Lupton Bernardi ’59
- Roberta F. Bills ’59
- Barbara Black Bloomstrom ’50
- Laura Jane Fisher Booth ’52
- Marilyn Campbell Bowling ’55
- Eva M. Bowser ’50
- Nancy Hauser Bowser ’59
- Kathleen Hogan Bradish ’59
- Mary Anne Knuth Braithwaite ’58
- Carole Ashman Briggs ’58
- Leslie Mulvihill Brockett ’55
- Doris Warner Brown ’52
- Shirley A. Brusco ’59
- Sally Allmay Buske ’50
- Denise Zadek Chatfield ’58
- Patricia A. Clark ’59
- Jean Ritchie Clift ’53
- Mary Killen Cochran ’57
- Elizabeth Fawcett Coleman ’55
- Marilyn Steinman Cook ’58
- Claudette Smith Cooper ’58
- Marlene Valentine Daugherty ’57
- Mary Elliott Donaldson ’57
- Estate of Marilyn Pfohl Donnelly ’51
- Martha McLaughlin Ellers ’52
- Estate of Betty Langer Feathers ’50
- Estate of Jean White Markell ’46
- Charlotte Saul Davis McGhee ’54
- Ethel Anderson Mesloh ’51
- Lois Glazer Michaels ’53
- Betty Lou Levy Miller ’51
- Joan Weinhold Moes ’56
- Barbara Berg Morrison ’58
- Peggy Burgette Newman ’58
- Estate of Nan R. Norris ’54, ’93
- Sheila Stevens Otto ’57
- Virginia Capone Palguta ’50
- Carla Bianchi Palmer ’59
- Gisela Paoli Velez ’57
- Elizabeth Russell Burnam Pugh ’57
- Elizabeth Frantz Purdurn ’53
- Mrs. Josephine R. Reiter ’58
- Ann Denigan Richardson ’50
- Nancy Galley Roderick ’58
- Harriet E. Rosser ’54
- Nancy Gelman Rubenstein ’57
- Carol Moran Russell ’58
- Barbara Jean Sanford ’58
- Elizabeth Farmerie Seaborn ’58
- Barbara Goodstein Selbst ’58

1940s
- Helen Suckling Beckert ’48
- Priscilla Maude Gersmannen Joseph ’47
- Ruth Shaffer Loughnay-Mook ’48
- Estate of Jean White Markell ’46
- Betty McCrory McBride ’45
- Martha Raup Wheatley ’47
- Marjorie McSwigan Friday ’44
- Carol Williamson Frazier ’47
- Elizabeth Jane Wilson Geeting ’46
- Estate of Clara Miklos Hoon ’49
- Estate of Winifred Latham Anderson ’59
- Estate of Helen Neely ’31
- Estate of Doris H. Pierce ’36
- Estate of Marjorie Shoemaker ’34
- Estate of Winifred Jeffries Saxton ’35
- Estate of Mary Isabel Epley ’27
- Dorothy Devine Agnew ’57
- Sally Knight Anderson ’59
- Elizabeth Lupton Bernardi ’59
- Roberta F. Bills ’59
- Barbara Black Bloomstrom ’50
- Laura Jane Fisher Booth ’52
- Marilyn Campbell Bowling ’55
- Eva M. Bowser ’50
- Nancy Hauser Bowser ’59
- Kathleen Hogan Bradish ’59
- Mary Anne Knuth Braithwaite ’58
- Carole Ashman Briggs ’58
- Leslie Mulvihill Brockett ’55
- Doris Warner Brown ’52
- Shirley A. Brusco ’59
- Sally Allmay Buske ’50
- Denise Zadek Chatfield ’58
- Patricia A. Clark ’59
- Jean Ritchie Clift ’53
- Mary Killen Cochran ’57
- Elizabeth Fawcett Coleman ’55
- Marilyn Steinman Cook ’58
- Claudette Smith Cooper ’58
- Marlene Valentine Daugherty ’57
- Mary Elliott Donaldson ’57
- Estate of Marilyn Pfohl Donnelly ’51
- Martha McLaughlin Ellers ’52
- Estate of Betty Langer Feathers ’50
- Estate of Jean White Markell ’46
- Charlotte Saul Davis McGhee ’54
- Ethel Anderson Mesloh ’51
- Lois Glazer Michaels ’53
- Betty Lou Levy Miller ’51
- Joan Weinhold Moes ’56
- Barbara Berg Morrison ’58
- Peggy Burgette Newman ’58
- Estate of Nan R. Norris ’54, ’93
- Sheila Stevens Otto ’57
- Virginia Capone Palguta ’50
- Carla Bianchi Palmer ’59
- Gisela Paoli Velez ’57
- Elizabeth Russell Burnam Pugh ’57
- Elizabeth Frantz Purdurn ’53
- Mrs. Josephine R. Reiter ’58
- Ann Denigan Richardson ’50
- Nancy Galley Roderick ’58
- Harriet E. Rosser ’54
- Nancy Gelman Rubenstein ’57
- Carol Moran Russell ’58
- Barbara Jean Sanford ’58
- Elizabeth Farmerie Seaborn ’58
- Barbara Goodstein Selbst ’58
Alumni Donors continued

1960s
Barbara Rogers Agosin ’62  
Bridget Allen ’65  
Sharon Litchfield Anderson ’68  
Jean Robinson Andrews ’69  
Marjorie Beetle Winnick ’50  
Elizabeth McCoy Yermack ’58  
Sandy Whitmyre Young ’58  

1960s
Ruth Anne Bengtson ’64  
Audrey Smith Bensy ’67  
Joan Wooden Blazich ’69  
Beverly Miller Blessinger ’65  
Linda Morgan Blyth ’61  
Sarah Bornstein ’69  
Helen Hirsch Bostock ’62  
Emily Doyle Boyles ’66  
Sarah Conwin Brady ’65  
Barbara Janet Bramble ’68  
Vivian Lazur Brantley ’66  
Patricia Anne Braznell ’66  
Ellen Ruch Brecher ’63  
Barbara L. Brennan ’66  
Susan Cohn Brenner ’66  
Joan Bretz ’65  
Anne Clarke Brown ’67  
Carole Koepe Brown ’60  
Louise Royster Brown ’67  
Gail Young Browne ’68  
Lauranne Gay Brunner ’60  
Frances Bullis ’65  
Mary Bette Sammel Buiwinkle ’69  
Vickers Burdett ’69  
Sabra Burdick ’68  
Jane Coulter Burger ’66  
Sally M. Burkhard ’69  
Patricia Evans Burns ’60  
Marsha Lane Camitta ’68  
Fern Weiner Canter ’68  
Inta Gale Carpenter ’66  
Jean West Chamberlin ’66  
Katherine Cheeny Chappell ’67  
Margot Myers Clark ’63  
Elizabeth Claytor ’67  
Susan Clemow ’66  
Suzanne Fritch Clewell ’64  
Jane Ziskind Cohen ’67  
Betsy Crane ’67  
Nance Jacobson Davidson ’69  
Gail Reiner Davis ’68  
Nancy McNabb Davis ’66  
Bobara De Caulp ’69  
Robin Askin DeKleine ’61  
Patricia Jalowick Demase ’67  
Nancy Fleming Demoise ’63  
Vivian Lowery Derryck ’67  
Joyce Helsing Doughty ’62  
Christine Sakumoto Drake ’69  
Sally Terbusch Drescher ’64  
Nancy Cohen Druckman ’69  
Ann Rosch Duffield ’69  
Rebecca Albright Duncan ’63  
Geraldine Reisker Edwards ’61  
Kathryn McLaughlin Elder ’60  
Judith Schenk Eley ’62  
Risa Ellovich ’69  
Barbara Faughnan ’62  
Mary MacConnell Ferry ’64  
Merle Gottelfish Fishman ’64  
Virginia Golletti Fletcher ’62  
Carol Swenson Foss ’67  
Gail Peters Fox ’60  
Suzanne Callas Francis ’66  
Barbara Silverman Freed ’64  
Ann Greenhouse Freimuth ’66  
Nancy Freudenthal ’67  
Madelon Rose Fross ’66  
Dorothy Evans Fulton ’64  
Katherine Laemmle Garren ’67  
Jacqueline Smyth Gawthrop ’65  
Barbara Levine Gilbert ’61  
Zelda Lipschutz Gilbert ’68  
Joan Levine Gilder ’61  
Myra Hull Gillum ’65  
Hannah L. Gilman ’66  
Wendy Ginsburg ’63  
Jane Alexander Givens ’63  
Penelope Anderson Gladwell ’67  
Anne E. Glass ’60  
Barbara Eckel Goettler ’60  
Rachel Gorr ’63  
Laura Gould Grad ’69  
Janet Washburn Grana ’67  
Barrie Gregory ’64  
Virginia Wilson Gregory ’60  
Hollace Meck Gutschall ’69  
Becky Conrad Hahn ’68  
Anna McClure Hall ’65  
Susan Soule Hansen ’65  
Julia Loubris Hanson ’62  
Susan Atherton Hanson ’65  
Cheryl Hardwick-Moore ’66  
Jinny Powell Hargrave ’65  
Virginia Getman Harkey ’69  
Gretchen E. Hart ’62  
Victoria M. Hartung ’62  
Susan B. Haskell ’64  
Wendy Aylesworth Haskell ’64  
Susan Coleman Heckman ’66  
Barbara Stern Heffer ’68  
Carol Levin Hill ’66  
Lynn Stewart Hillman ’69  
Eliisa Karp Hirsh ’63  
Emily Marshall Hoak ’66  
Alexandra M. Hoch ’68  
Georgia McKee Holmberg ’68  
Martha Hostetter ’61  
Mary Rosenberger Hourigan ’65  
Mary Krein Howarth ’65  
Barbara Wallace Howe ’66  
Janet Heller Howell ’60  
Sidney-Anne Hudig ’65  
Nancy Hendrich Humphreys ’63  
Nigar Abbasi Husain ’61  
Grace Emley Hutchinison ’64  
Carol Sheldon Hylton ’66  
Bernadette Lombardo Ich ’69  
Patricia Edwards Isham ’68  
Cordelia Susan Jacobs ’60  
Lyne Swartz Jacobson ’65  
Mary Sendek Jakabcsin ’61  
Cary Cadman Johnson ’67  
Phyllis Berman Johnson ’67  
Patricia Scarry Jones ’65  
Marjory Kaplan ’69  
Ruth Klein Kaplan ’66  
Kathleen Cochrane Kean ’69  
Amy Markus Kellman ’60  
Dael N. Kiesler ’67  
Ellen Kight ’67  
Susan Olliff Killagallion ’64  
Marianne Byrn Kipper ’61  
Carol Heinz Kirwin ’67  
Barbara Crick Klingspoom ’66  
Martha Richards Knight ’64  
Chilton Richardson Knudson ’66  
Arlene L. Koegler ’62  
Susan Shields Kopp ’63  
Mary Schltt Kostalos ’67  
Myra Kammerman Kurzdard ’63  
Alice Graham Lague ’66  
Ellen Block LaMartina ’63  
Lynn Williamson Lawrence ’66  
Nancy Welsh Lees ’63  
Maryann Majewski Lenkoski ’69  
Joan Lessing ’67  
Angela Blumberg Levenstein ’61  
Diane Browarsky Levine ’65  
Arlene Sinkus Lewis ’61  
Jane Hardimon Lippib ’62  
Sherlene Lindquist ’68  
June Linowitz ’67  
Deborah Little-Wyman ’67  
Judith Gilbert Livingston ’67  
Nan Hall Lombardi ’63  
Patricia Pronovost Loughren ’68  
Morissa Bernstein Lundy ’60  
Bonnie Markey ’66  
Elinor Marks-Gordon ’68
Linda Pope Marsh '65
Carol Ann Mason '67
Celeste Paul Massaro '63
Susan Childs Matheson '61
Dorothy Raymond Matsui '65
Milanie Souza Matthews '60
Ellen Schreiber McBride '62
Marjorie Roessler McDuffey '60
Pamela Davis McGee '65
Tarah Newfield '61
Mary Klanick '63
Penelope Prudden Myles '69
Heather Muir Meacham '62
Anna Crone Nagy '63
Elizabeth Watson Merchant '68
Elaine Mazer Myers '63
Judith Hicks Musser '61
Patricia Beall McMillen '63
Elaine Hillman Moroney '65
Dolores Adamson Moore '66
Mary Milton Moran '69
Nancyann Creco Moran '64
Etta Mueller Moredock '62
Elizabeth Watson Merchant '64
Marilyn Jean Mercur '60
Patricia Erb Meyer '60
Christine Joyce Miller '68
Ginger Campbell Miller '62
Sandra Rosslo Molinaroli '63
Nancy Johnson Saperstein '65
Margaret "Meg" R. Sandridge '68
Ellen Schreibman Salk '60
Faye Elsene Salk '63
Margaret "Meg" R. Sandridge '68
Nancy Childs Matheson '61
Mary Anne Koenig Pomputius '60
Helen Moed Pomeroy '63
Frances Keenan Pompusis '60
Helen Kopcha Katlic '72
Mary Anne Koenig Pomputius '60
Lynette D. Charity '74
Veronica Blatt Chapman '75
Lynn Cauley '78
Gayle Rose Case '72
Lisa Colbert-Brown '77
Diane L. Berman '71
Edith Askews '78
Norma Franklin Baker '73
Marjorie Roessler McDuffey '70
Sandra Lettrich Baumgardner '70
Jill Bennett '73
Linda Xides Benson '76
Carol Goldfarb Berenson '72
Diane L. Berman '71
Beth Pete Blumberg '73
Margaret L. Bonner '79
Rebecca Hartman Brackett '72
Pamela Bradley '70
BJ Singer Brawower '72
Prudence Ann Brighton '70
Nancy Bruneau '78
Crystal Burns Brown '74
Karen R. Calmeise '79
Kevin Ann Cartwright '72
Gayle Rose Case '72
Marilyn Smith Half '70
Lee Falchi '76
Jan Grice '78
Eileen Hagan '76
Marilyn Smith Half '70
Josephine Salim Hanrahan '74
Andrea Sherman Helf '71
Margaret Dawson Hobbs '70
Mary Hoffschwelle '77
Ellen Gonchar Horowitz '70
Lesley Hifman Hume '75
E. Barclay Jackson '70
Michele Jehle Somogyi '73
Diane Schollaert Jones '78
Marilyn Scarantino Jones '70
Mary E. Kal '70
Diane Kopcha Katin '72
Lynne Stauffler Kramer ’72
Donna Schulz Krueger ’73
Martha Fix Krupa ’70
Anne Peirce Landis ’72
Barbara Ladley Lane ’75
Janice C. Lee ’70
Donna Pankowski Leone ’79
Ida Levine ’74
Kathy Ganger Lewis ’72
Randi Gelfand Lewis ’74
Rebecca Cinglan Lisy ’74
Lucy L. Millman ’75
Molly Miesse Miller ’70
Kathleen Miller ’73
Cynthia Plotkin Mervis ’70
Wallis Kissel Mertes ’74
Elaine Sherer McNutt ’70
Cynthia E. McDonough ’77
Elaine Sherer McNutt ’70
Margaret Melozzi ’78
Wallis Kessell Mertes ’74
Cynthia Plotkin Mervis ’70
Kathleen Miller ’73
Molly Missee Miller ’70
Lucy L. Millman ’75
Carolyn Snyder Miltenberger ’77
Maggie Pyne Monteverde ’78
Cathleen O’Daniel Morgan ’70
Susan Patton Munn ’70
Nancy Hirsch Napalo ’73
Elisabeth Schwab Narrow ’73
Ricka Nassikas ’71
Janet R. Necessary ’75
Dorothea Davison Newport ’70
Jennifer Newton ’74
Gail Adams Nuse ’73
Darlene Carpenter Palmer ’74
Judy G. Papernick ’79
Francesca Peckman ’74
Diane Peterson ’71
Sydney Pool Scarborough ’72
Jennifer K. Post ’79
Karen L. Prus ’74
Lynn Purse ’74
Margaret V. Ragni ’71
Kathryn Shelly Reehl ’78
Linn Lee M. Reilly ’74
Laurel Courtrakon Rice ’72
Priscilla Jane Richardson ’70
Rachel Richman ’76
Suzanne Robblee ’71
Patricia Redick Romano ’75
Rochelle Rosen ’72
Adair Roth ’75
Joan Klopp Roy ’71
Gail Whitman Rudenberg ’71
Carol Knopfler Ruderman ’74
Ellen Sandridge ’71
Susan C. Schafer ’75
Cheri Jo K. Schwartz ’70
Sherry Handsman Schwartz ’70
Sally Schlesingier Seed ’74
Karen Roberts Sellman ’72
Sarah Marks Siciliano-Hartt ’70
Kimberly Sidehammer-Watkins ’78
Nancy Schwartz Sims ’73
Barbara L. Smith ’70
Diane Hayford Sonnecken ’73
Connie Wood Spencer ’79
Patricia Thompson Staab ’72
Lisa Stewart ’79
Deborah Forsyth Storey ’79
Barbara Ann Studenmund ’72
Margaret Barr Sweeney ’72
Carrie Pevarnik Swing ’79
Susan Gilbert Tabor ’74
Georgena Terry ’72
Louise Turan George ’76
Jeannine Turgeon ’74
Ann Firestone Ungar ’70
Sallie Heidenreich Vandersvort ’71
Egle Maria Janavicius Vasy ’75
Mary Helen Conway Vaughan ’71
Melissa Dodge Vaughan ’70
Deborah Dalva Vickers ’74
Virginia Volponi ’72
Betty Mitchell Vutz ’72
Susan Porter Walker ’70
Ann Wakeley Wall ’70
Denyse Dunnmyer Wasilewski ’74
Janis Roseberg Wasserman ’70
Jacqueline Patten Watson ’74
Deborah Weese ’72
Gail Weiss ’76
Nancy C. Werner ’71
Patricia Patterson Werschulz ’72
Barbara Wilhelm ’74
Mary Jo Randall Wills ’73
Catherine Cusack Wilson ’74
Jene Schiros Wilson ’72
Nora Naber Windmeyer ’71
Alice M. Wolf ’71
Carol Peterson Wolkoff ’75
Susan Sponzilli Zimecki ’70

1980s
Alice Ann Adams ’82
Jean Sickles Adams ’84
Jean Slominski Adams ’84
Natalie Richardson Allen ’85
Randi Goldberg Anderson ’82
Nancy M. Armstrong ’85
Kathleen Ayers ’80
Elizabeth A. Barbuto ’86
Karen Baruth-Burnstine ’81
Carol Joyce Sandy Beaino ’80
Dorothy Boyles Beckwith ’81
Kristen Edsall Bell ’84
Leslie Beres-Sochka ’83
Diana S. Blair-Monkman ’86
Patricia Booker ’89
Jean Farneth Boone ’82
Gertrude Miller Booth ’86
Gwendolyn Bowick ’82
Elizabeth Boyd ’80
Heidi Hoffman Bros ’86
Deborah Chichilla Brown ’86
Elise Gemeinhardt Burns ’80
Annette Calgaro ’84
Kathy Reuss Carrus ’81
Lori Baldi Chamberlin ’81
Doris Johnson Clark ’85
Margery Clark-Kevan ’80
Mavis Close ’86
Patricia Cobe ’82
Susannah Colt ’80
Denise Cox ’81
Marguerite Lawless Crossett ’80
Michelle Dameshek ’82
Blythe Burgan Davis ’85
Helen Davis ’80
Susan Demyan ’83
Adrienne Keriotis Dickos ’82
Donna Mundy Dominick ’82
Beth K. Dougherty, Ph.D. ’87
Mary Beth Scholle Downey ’86
Doris Ross Eversmeyer ’88
Joyce Fako ’89
Heidi B. Fenton ’80
Gloria Finocchio ’83
Susan Fiordeliso ’87
Sarah Henderson ’84
Karen Miller Moss ’88
Susan H. Peirce ’82
Sally Stevenson Ruffin ’81
Bonnie Tomkins ’80
Jennifer Henderson Roberts ’87
Sara-Jean Zaslow Levin ’83
Linda Monville ’84
Karen Miller Moss ’88
Susan H. Peirce ’82
Roxanne Randolph-Allen ’83
Leonetta René Korzeniowski ’80
Linda Panko Ringstad ’83
Jennifer Henderson Roberts ’87
Sally Stevenson Ruffin ’81
Nadene Sales ’89
Lisa M. Savegnago ’89
Lisa A. Saxton ’85
Valerie Schloss ’81
Albert Scott ’83
Carlene E. Garrity ’82
Ellen Silverman Garvin ’83
Pamela George-Merrill ’84
Cheryl J. Giles ’89
Maria L. Gonzales ’81
Abbie Rebecca Goodman ’82
Christine Hartman ’83
Valencia Whyte Hawkins ’82
Sandra Hayden ’85
Lee Davidson Heisey ’89
Carolyn Edstrom Herbert ’80
Beth Brosky Imdieke ’89
Judith Ismail-Beigi ’80
Peggy J. Jamison ’81
Ida Joiner ’86
Candace Dawn Jordon ’88
Michaela Kirby ’80
Phyllis K. Kokkila ’83
Nancy Kountz ’81
Joanne Laipson ’82
Eileen Toomey Landay ’89
Sara-Jean Zaslow Levin ’83
Beverly R. Levine ’81
Bobbie Lucchino ’84
Christine Sinagra Mansour ’85
Priscilla J. McCrady ’81
Trisha Miller ’85
Linda Monville ’84
Karen Miller Moss ’88
Susan H. Peirce ’82
Roxanne Randolph-Allen ’83
Leonetta René Korzeniowski ’80
Linda Panko Ringstad ’83
Jennifer Henderson Roberts ’87
Sally Stevenson Ruffin ’81
Nadene Sales ’89
Lisa M. Savegnago ’89
Lisa A. Saxton ’85
Valerie Schloss ’81
Albert Scott ’83
Alumni Donors continued

2000s

Alyssa Abebe, MPAS '06 ▲
Elizabeth R. Archacki '03
Heidi Balas '05
Terri Bodnar, MBA '02
Peter Brengel, MPAS '09 ▲
Lisa Werder Brown '04
Sharon Janor Cichowski, MAT '06
Marylloyd Claytor, MLA '00 ▲
Beth Gilbert Conte, MSCP '06, MALOT '06
Alexis Covato '05
Martha Heckel Crummy, MSN '09
Amanda Curtin, MPW '07
Mary Davison, MSBIO '07 ▲
Kristin M. DeLuca '02 ▲
Ann Dennison, DPT '05
Ellen Sankovich DiBiase, MBA '09
Cathy Gumbert Dolhi, OTD '07 ▲
Dana Scotti Donaldson '05 ▲
Patricia A. Downey, DPT '08 ▲
Kimberly Evans '08
Kimberlee Fallon, MSN '07
Mary Ann Frankola, MAT '01
Laura E. Glisan '02
Christina Gonano, MIA '06
Steven Gough, DPT '04 ▲
Gail Graton, MBA '03
Christopher Hart, MPAS '06
Holly L. Hickling '04
Rebekah Taylor Jenkins '00
Amber Keech-Staley '05
Amy C. Kennedy '03
Eileen R. Kinch '04
Lora Kitsko, MPAS '00
Carley Stoy, MPAS '09
Krista Terpack, MBA '09 ▲
Lucille G. Thornton, MOT '02
Anne Totin, MOT '09
Judith Traister, DPT '06 ▲
Judy Cargnel Truscott, MPAS '08 ▲
Tara L. Viti '05, MBA '08 ▲
Crystal Watson, MAT '00
Amy Weimer Dahl '00
Laurella A. Woodcock '06
Lisa Zandier Meyers, MSED '07 ▲

2010s

Stephanie Adamczyk, MBA '10 ▲
Annetto Aho '19
Gabrielle Alexander '16
Jennifer Ashburn, FACW '14
Leigh Montgomery '08, MSCP '09 ▲
Deanna Bridge Najera, MPAS '06
Rachel Nard '09
Angela Da Costa Nelson '00
Kristin Niceswanger '01
Jennifer L. Novotny '03
Mary Polley '08
Sandra Carna Rader, DNP '09 ▲
Katherine Reilly, MFAW '06
Gordon C. Riddle, DPT '05 ▲
Karen Bach Rimmell '01
Liz Rizza '07
Margaret Roberts, MBA '07
Jennifer Ann Sartori '00
Rajiv Sawhney, DPT '06 ▲
Kristen R.L. Shaelffer, MFATD '07 ▲
Tara L. Viti '05, MBA '08
Linda Voss, OTD '15
Courtney Cefus Carlson, MPAS '10
Kimberly Barruga Carney, DNP '12
Amy Huddleston Casale, MPAS '15 ▲
Kristen Causey-Upton, OTD '11
Janee Chanet '10
Lorna Jane Charlton, MSCP '15
Amy Chau '15
Meaghan Closhey '14 ▲
Katy Colleton '11
Imani Constant '17
Megan Cooper '18
Linda Keller Corbett, MIA '13
Margery Deane '15
Dana DePasquale, MAID '17 ▲
Elizabeth Dorosser '12
Sherrie Dunlap Gallagher, MSUS-MBA '19
Terry Crane Durst, MPW '19 ▲
Steven Eberth, OTD '15
Kathi Elliott, DNP '14 ▲
Fagbemi Fakolujo, DPT '10
Sade Fallin '11
Marian Feil, DNP '14
Roya Fereidouni '12
Carmen Jones Filloy, MSCP '11
Brittany Fowler '17
Cherrell Fulton-Franklin '16
Caitlin Garrity '11
Catherine Giles '15, MSUS '16 ▲
Alumni Donors continued

2020s
Avery Belenos '21
Maria Cefola '21
Lauren Colacicco '20
Melaina Esola '21
Richard Ingraham '20 ◄
Camille Phillips '21
Oliver Pinder '20
Anshul Saini '20
Elena Woodworth '21
Caitlin Worwood '21

2021 PAC Championship
Adriana Jurado
Alice Ann Adams '82
Alice Julier
Alice Kalla '53
Alumni Association Board
Asher Brouman
Brianna Brown
Carlee Shreve
Chase Baggs
Class of 1958
Class of 1982
Class of 1974
Class of 1983
Class of 2008
Dana DePasquale, MAID '17
David Finegold
Sue Finegold
Derek Schrank
Dr. Marty Hildebrandt
Elaine Ellison '95
Elizabeth Babcock Hull '31
Emily Craft Wilmore
Evelyn Lewis Freeman '70
Felicity Moffett
Former Chatham College Professor
Wing-Tsit Chan
Genna Zeswitz
Helen Read Steele '66
Henry Spinelli
Jessie Ramey
Jonathan Scarsella
Julie Swedberg
Kathryn Roberts Frank '72
Katy Colleton '11
Kay Fiske '19
Kylie Redcay
Lauren Tudor
Mallory Palmer King '66
Marie Smith '59
Mars 2022
Mary Watt-Morse '19
MPW 2019
Nancy Follett Waichler '55
Our alumni
Our great PA Students
Paula B. Thomas '41
Pauline Rovkah
Rachel L. Carson '29
Rebecca Harris
Richard Kalla
Robert DuBray
S. Tierney Manning '10
Sarah Shotland '11
Susan Bergman Gurrentz '56
The Education Crew
The maintenance, housekeeping, culinary, security, and auxiliary staff caring for the people on campus and keeping the campus beautiful
Thomas Hershberger
Trevor Salvior
Walter Fowler
William Lenz
Yeeha Chiu
Zoe Levine
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**Trustees, Parents, Friends, Faculty, Staff, and Students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Faculty/Staff</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Current Student</th>
<th>Deceased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1669 Society, recognizing donors giving $1,000 or more in a fiscal year</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilworth Society for Planned Giving</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Faculty/Staff</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Trustees</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Kevin Acklin** ∗  
**Jill E. Ausel** ▲  
**Daniyar Aynitdinov**  
**Charles Baggs** ▲  
**Kathleen Baggs** ▲  
**Jennifer Bahm** ▲  
**Esther L. Barazzzone** ▲  
**Jennifer Barrett**  
**Sara Bauknecht** ∗  
**Amy Becher** ▲  
**Stuart Beckerman**  
**Susan Beckerman**  
**G. Nicholas Beckwith III** ▲  
**Bruce P. Bengston**  
**Amy Bernstein**  
**Michael Bernstein**  
**Robert S. Bernstein**  
**Lisa Nolen Birmingham** ▲  
**Heather M. Black** ▲  
**Ken Black**  
**Logan Blankenship** ▲  
**Joseph Blasi**  
**Nancy Bonus**  
**Kate Booker** ▲  
**Randy C. Boone**  
**Emily Bouchard**  
**Matthew N. Boulis**  
**C. Stephen Bradley** ▲  
**Kristine Bradsher** ▲  
**Lois Brandt**  
**Karen M. Brean**  
**Richard J. Brean**  
**John Brennan** ∗  
**Brooks Broadhurst** ∗  
**James S. Broadhurst**  
**Jennifer Broadhurst**  
**Suzy Broadhurst**  
**Nicole Brown** ▲  
**Richard Browne**  
**Sheryl Bryant** ▲  
**Linda Buas**  
**Eleanor Field Buck**  
**Clareann Bunker**  
**Timothy F. Burns**  
**Ann Hyer Buttrey**  
**Donald Buttrey** ▲  
**Bill Campbell** ▲  
**John Carney**  
**Lewis Carson**  
**Helen Hanna Case**  
**Stephen Case**  
**Carla Castagnero** ▲  
**Ashley Cephas** ▲  
**Robert W. Chapman**  
**Tom Chappell**  
**Vernon M. Chinchilli**  
**Karin J. Chipman** ▲  
**Yanek Chiu**  
**Daryl Clark** ▲  
**Joann Clark**  
**Wendy Clayton-Gonzalez**  
**Sean M. Coleman** ▲  
**Susan Alibright Colton**  
**Nicole Colligan** ▲  
**Constance Hilliard Coyne**  
**Francis J. Coyne**  
**David Craft**  
**Michelle G. Criss** ▲  
**Lawrence Crocher**  
**Lisa Croel**  
**Deirdre Crowley**  
**James Darby** ∗  
**Laura D. Davis**  
**Richard G. Davis** ▲  
**Thomson Foster Davis**  
**Vicki Davis** ▲  
**Karl Dean** ▲  
**Aaron DeHaven**  
**Patricia Maria DeMarco** ▲  
**Charlene DePasquale**  
**Snehal Desai** ▲  
**Evan DiBiase**  
**Mia DiCianna**  
**Judith Diven**  
**Patrick Dom** ▲  
**Wesley Donaldson**  
**Kelly J. Donkers** ▲  
**Adam Dorsheimer**  
**Norman M. Downey**  
**Michelle Doyle**  
**Jessica Drake**  
**John Dubé** ▲  
**Ryan Dunbar**  
**Megan Elias**  
**Andrew W. Eiler**  
**Devon Fabian** ▲  
**Diane Fabian**  
**Jean Falk**  
**Sigo Falk** ▲  
**Jo Fello** ▲  
**David L. Finegold** ▲  
**Milton Finegold**  
**Sam Finegold**  
**Susan Finegold**  
**Judy Fisher**  
**Laura Fisher** ▲  
**Ann Devlin Flanagan** ▲  
**William W. Flanagan III** ▲  
**Hans Fleischner**  
**Leslie Fleischner**  
**Anne Flynn-Schlicht** ▲  
**Ian Fornal** ▲  
**Charles L. Foss**  
**Mary Fowler** ▲  
**Walter B. Fowler** ▲  
**Frederick L. Fox** ▲  
**Robert W. Fraser, III.**  
**Deb Freed**  
**Michael Freeman**  
**Helen Friel** ▲  
**Michael Friel** ▲  
**Henry J. Gailliot** ▲  
**Mary Louise Gailliot** ▲  
**Alex Galperin**  
**Ariel Garbin**  
**Teresa Gardner-Williams** ▲  
**C. Christopher Gaut**  
**Melinda Jackson Geidel** ▲  
**Michael Gerston** ▲  
**John Ghaznavi** ▲  
**Stephen P. Gilbert**  
**Herbert J. Gilder**  
**Carol Giles**  
**Ronald R. Giles** ▲  
**Michael Gilligan** ▲  
**Joseph W. Glannon**  
**Ronald P. Goldberg** ▲  
**David Golub** ▲  
**Alexis Gonzalez** ▲  
**Judy Gough** ▲  
**Frank M. Greco** ▲  
**Joshua Green**  
**Daniel Greenawalt** ▲  
**Mark Greenwood**  
**Eston M. Gross**  
**Joan and Rodger Gurrentz and Family** ▲  
**Patrick H. Gurrentz** ▲  
**Brianna Haenel** ▲  
**Laura Haibeck**  
**Jeri Hale** ▲  
**David M. Hall** ▲  
**K. Donna Hallen**  
**Ryan Hanes**  
**Jeffrey M. Harris**  
**Lorien Hart**  
**Steven Hawkins**  
**Susan R. Hawkin** ▲  
**John Heffer** ▲  
**Gunther Heilbrunn**  
**Kevin Henson**  
**Thomas J. Hershberger** ▲  
**David McLeod Hillman** ▲  
**Robert Hively**  
**Bradley Hochberg**  
**Jennifer Hoerster** ▲  
**Julia Homa** ▲  
**Edward Honcharski** ▲  
**David Howarth**  
**Richard Hum**  
**Philip Neil Humphreys** ▲  
**Diane Hunker** ▲  
**Diane Isonaka**  
**Linda M. Johnson** ▲  
**Sue Jugovic** ▲  
**Alice Shuler** ▲  
**Gerry Katilius**  
**Rebecca Kayda** ▲  
**Perry Ketter**  
**Amanda Kile** ▲  
**Karen Kingsbury** ▲  
**Dusty Elias Kirk** ▲  
**William I. Kisner** ▲  
**Jill S. Kitsko**  
**Laurie Klatzcher**  
**Emil Kmetec**  
**Greg Kochanski**  
**Mark Kovacs** ▲
Organizations

3M Foundation
Abator Information Services
Ace American Insurance Co.
AG Recycle Inc.
Allegheny County
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Endowment Foundation
American Funds
Ameriprise Financial
Amgen Inc. PAC-Matching Gift Program
Amica Companies Foundation
Anne L. and George H. Clapp Charitable and Educational Trust
Anonymous (2)
Apollo Resources, LLC
Appalachian Staple Foods Collaborative
Arts Midwest, Incorporated
Audubon Society of Western Pennsylvania
Barbara J Sales Association, Inc.
Bessemer National Gift Fund
BNY Mellon Charitable Foundation
BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Bridgeway Capital
Broadhurst Family Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Charles A. Brooks Charities
Charles Schwab
Chatham University Public Safety Department
Chubb Insurance
Citrone 33 Foundation
Class of 2021
Coach Monique & Associates, LLC
Columbia Management Investment Services, Corp.
Comcast
Common Grain Alliance
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Honorable Tom Wolf, Governor Community Foundation of Elmira-Corning and The Finger Lakes CPI Creative
Deer Creek Malthouse
DJM Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Dollar Bank
Dollar Bank Foundation
Dorothy Newell Trust
Eden Hall Foundation
Edward Jones
ELCA Foundation
EOG Resources, Inc.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fair Elections Center
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC
Fidelity Charitable
First Commonwealth Bank
Foundation for Jewish Philanthropies
G. Whitney Snyder Charitable Fund
Gerald Kruth Shadyside Rentals
Greater Washington County Food Bank
Heartland Charitable Trust
Heffer Family Foundation
Henry John Simonds Foundation
Henry L. Hillman Foundation
Henry Luce Foundation
Holocaust Center of Pittsburgh
IBM Corporation
J.H. & F.D. Lockhart Trust
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC
Jewish Communal Fund
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland
Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
John J. Ghanzavi Foundation, Inc.
Lillian I. Mervis Charitable Trust
Lillian Wood Gardner Isham Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
LPL Financial
Marjorie Jane Shoemaker Trust
Martha Lockhart Mason Trust
Mary S. & John Kostalos Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
McElhattan Foundation
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, & Smith, Inc.
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott LLP
Miller Mats
Minna K. Ruud Foundation
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley Gift Fund
Mosites Construction Company
National Endowment for the Arts
National Financial Services LLC
National Institutes of Health
National Lighting Maintenance Supply Corporation
National Science Foundation
Netflix Productions, LLC
Northern Trust Company
On-Site Travel Directors, Inc.
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
PA Department of Community & Economic Development
PA Department of Education
Papernick Family Foundation
Parkhurst Dining Services, Inc.
Penn’s Woods West Chapter of Trout Unlimited
Peoples Natural Gas Company
Pepsi Bottling Group, Inc.
Pershing Advisor Solutions LLC
PNC Foundation
PNC Wealth Management
PPG Industries Foundation
President’s Athletic Conference
Pucciarelli Brothers Construction
R.E. and M.B. Kipper Foundation
Range Resources Corporation
Raymond James Global Account
RBC Wealth Management
Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Richard King Mellon Foundation
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
Ruthrauff Service, LLC
SageRutty and Company, Inc.
Saltsburg Fund
Schreiber Family Foundation
Schwab Charitable
SEI Private Trust Company
Shiloh Community Missionary Baptist Church
Siewiorek Walker Family Charitable Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Simplified Merchant Processing LLC
Simpson and McCrady
Square One Physical Therapy, LLC
State Farm Insurance Company
Sustainable Pittsburgh
SWN Production Company LLC
Talbott and Carter Simonds Foundation
The A.D. & N.W. Wilner Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Community Foundation of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
The Dietrich Foundation
The Essential Foundation
The Fund for Charitable Giving
The Musuneggi Financial Group
The Ohio Art Company
The Paul Rand Charitable Trust
The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Plant Lady, Inc.
The Rust Foundation
The T. Rowe Price Program for Charitable Giving
TIAA
Tom and Kate Chappell Family Foundation
UBS Financial Services Inc.
University of Pittsburgh
UPMC Health Plan
Urban Redevelopment Authority
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Education
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
U.S. Small Business Administration
Vanguard
Vanguard Charitable
Vira I. Heinz Endowment
Wells Fargo Advisors
Endowed Funds

Alumnae Scholarship Fund
Andrew W. Mellon Center Endowment
Anna Dravo Parkin Award
Anna Randolph Darlington Gillespie Award
Anna Randolph Darlington Gillespie Endowed Chair in Philosophy
Anna Randolph Darlington Gillespie Endowed Fund for Special Projects
Anna Smith Purnell Endowed Fund
Anne Harris Aronson Prize in English
Anne Putnam Mallinson ‘61 Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Fund (3)
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation Scholarship
Athletic and Fitness Center Endowed Equipment Fund
Audrey & James Early Endowed Fund
Aura Raspaldo Hulme ’50 and Milton G. Hulme Jr. Excellence in Science Endowed Fund
Barbara R. Pollock ’59 and Louis I. Pollock Scholarship Fund
Barbara Stone Hollander ’60 Women’s Leadership Fund
Barbara Whiteside Schilling ’50 Scholarship
Beatrice Lewis Creative Writing Award
Ben and Ethel Feldman Scholarship
Bonnie and Thomas Van Kirk PA Center for Women & Politics Fund
Botsaris-Nychis Scholarship
Carol Brown Endowed Scholarship
Caroline Moore Smith Endowed Fund
Catherine Backofen ’30 Endowed Scholarship
Center for Women’s Entrepreneurship Endowed Fund
Catherine Backofen ’30 Endowed Fund
Charles and Ida Pontious Distinguished Endowed Chair
Charlotte C. Hogg ’60 Endowed Fund
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation Endowed Scholarship Fund
Chatham Excellence in Writing Awards
Chatham Scholarship Fund
Clara Miklos Hoon Endowed Scholarship
Class of 1904 Endowed Fund
Class of 1945 Endowed Fund
Class of 1946 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Class of 1951 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Class of 1956 Endowed Fund
Class of 1957 Endowed Fund
Class of 1961 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Challenge Fund
Class of 1962 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
Class of 1963 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
Class of 1964 Endowed Fund
Class of 1966 Legacy Women’s Institute Endowed Fund
Class of 1967 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
Class of 1968 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Cora Helen Coolidge Endowed Fund
Cummins Endowed Archives Fund
Dietrich Foundation Endowment Fund for Faculty Excellence
Donald G. Adam Award for Student Travel
Dorothea and Andrew Bird Scholarship
Dorothy B. Newell Scholarship
Dorothy E. Wallace ’38 Endowed Scholarship
Dorothy F. Benter ’45 Endowed Scholarship
Dorothy Lattimer Fischer Endowed Scholarship Fund
Dr. Philip & Elizabeth C. Lapidus Scholarship Fund
Eberly Family Foundation Scholarship
Eden Hall Endowed Fund
Edgar Foltin Travel Award
Edith Cole ’43 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Edna McKee Houston Endowed Fund
Eleanor Harbison Bream Scholarship
Eleanore Marshall Watters Endowed Fund
Eliner Hoon Endowed Scholarship
Elizabeth Jenkins Munn Endowed Scholarship
Elise Hillman Professorship
Endowed Alice G. and Elizabeth F. Donaldson Memorial Scholarship
Endowed Faculty Development Fund
Endowed Hardee Faculty Development Fund
Lake Legacy Quasi Endowment
Endowed Minna K. Ruud Foundation for Music Fund
Endowed NEWL Scholarship Fund
Endowed Other Restricted Purposes Fund
Endowed Physical Therapy Fund
Endowed Scott Robertson Epley Scholarship
Ethel Anderson Mesloh ’51 Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Ethel W. Keister Scholarship Fund
Fairbanks-Horix Scholarship
Falk Fund for Educational Innovation and Social Justice
Falk Sustainability Endowment
Feeney Family Memorial Scholarship
Fleming and McGhee Memorial Fund
Florence Holmes Davis Endowed Fund
Florence King Bacher Frank Endowed Fund
Francis B. Nimick, Jr. Scholarship
Frani Zimmerman Kline Scholarship
Georgena Terry Institute/Center for Women’s Leadership
Glenda Rich DeBroff ’60 Memorial Scholarship
Gretchen McCabe ’83 Endowed Scholarship
Hardee Faculty Development Endowed Fund
Harriet Lewis Franklin ’59 Endowed Scholarship for English
Hart Scholarship
Hartley Scholarship Fund
Heffer Family Scholarship for Undergraduate Education
Helen & James McCluskey Endowed Fund
Helen B. Raugh Endowed Fund
Helen Pelletreau Endowed Fund
Hollander Student Award
J. Alexander Hardy Endowed Fund
Jane B. Clark Endowed Fund
Janet L. Brownlee Endowed Fund
Janice L. Goldblum ’43 Memorial Scholarship
Jean T. Ifert Endowed Fund
Jeanne Cupps Frayer Endowed Scholarship
John Kostalos Jr. Memorial Endowment in honor of the Rachel Carson Institute at Chatham University
John W. Cummins Endowed Scholarship
Julia & Lou Lewis Endowed Scholarship Fund for Undergraduate Women
June Marietta Hunker Endowed Fund
Karen Brich Public Health Research Scholarship
Katharine Cuthbert Hardee ’39 Endowed Scholarship
Kathryn Irwin Barnum ’39 Endowed Scholarship
Lackner Prize
Laura C. Miller ’62 and Allan L. Miller Fund for the Chatham College Arboretum
Laurie Beth Neikirk ’75 Memorial Scholarship
Leona Latimer Endowed Scholarship Fund
Linda Pope Marsh Scholarship
Lorin Maazel-Rachel Carson Award for Environmental Studies
Louella P. Meloy Endowed Fund
Lucy Ames Schmitz Endowed Fund
M. Ethel Cole Tyler Endowed Fund
Margaret Donaldson Endowed Fund
Margaret McNamara Endowed Fund
Maria Satler Endowed Fund
Marjorie Wechsler Scholarship
Marlene Suran Davis ‘58 Endowed Scholarship
Mary Acheson Spencer Endowed Library Fund
Mary Acheson Spencer Scholarship
Mary E. Cole Scholarship Fund
Mary Haines Nevin Endowed Fund
Mary Pope Cheney Memorial Fund
Mary Reich Endowed Fund
Mary Robbins Miller Endowed Fund
Mary Rodgers Moses ‘35 Endowed Scholarship
Mary S. Campbell Endowed Fund
Mary Virginia Brown Bowden ‘36 Scholarship
Maurice Falk Endowment for the Enrichment of Undergraduate Teaching
McCllelland/Sutton Endowed Fund
Melanie & Fred R. Brown Endowed Fund
Mihail Stolarevsky Award
Miriam Brunt Smith Endowed Fund
Mitchell Memorial Endowed Fund
Montgomery Psychology Award
Mother Xenia (Sochka) Memorial Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Bechman Endowed Fund
Patience R. Blayden Endowed Fund
Patricia Eldon Carpenter ‘46 Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Patsy Speers Bradley Endowed Scholarship Fund
Paul & Alice Herman Endowed Fund
Pennsylvania Center for Women and Politics Endowed Fund
Pennsylvania Female College Association Award
Pitcairn Crabbe Endowed Fund
Professor Thomas J. Hershberger Endowed Psychology Scholarship
Public Rachel Carson Institute
R.K. Mellon Endowed Fund
Rare Books Endowed Fund
Reader’s Digest Foundation Scholarship
Robert Brant Memorial Scholarship
Robert D. Campbell Endowed Fund
Robert Hull Mansell Endowed Fellowship in Poetry
Ruth Clark Nelson Scholarship
Ruth Gokey Walters Scholarship
Ruth Law Endowed Fund
Ruth Saxman Cunningham Endowed Fund
Sally Mercke Heym Memorial Award for Cross Cultural Studies
Sara A. Millholland Endowed Fund
Schreiber Family Foundation Endowed Scholarship Fund
Scott Robertson Endowed Scholarship
Shalom Award Endowed Fund
Shirley Kerchner ‘51 Endowed Student Scholarship
Shirley Campbell Berg Scholarship
Shyrock Endowed Fund
Sidney Lipschutz Endowed Scholarship
Sigo Falk Chair in Social Justice and Sustainability
Surdna Scholarship
Susan Elwell Student Alumna Award
Susan Peirce Family Scholarship
The Althea McCalmont ‘43 Scholarship Fund
The Anne Putnam Mallinson ‘61 Faculty Development Fund
The Annette Mark Horwitz ‘18 Memorial Scholarship Fund by Claire Horwitz Klein ‘43 and Seymour Klein
The Betsy McGregor Cooley ‘66 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
The Carla Norberg Gaut ‘55 Women in Science Scholarship Fund
The Class of 1972 Kathryn Roberts Frank Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Challenge Fund
The Deborah Rubin Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
The Elizabeth Waite Prine ‘61 Scholarship Fund
The Esther L. Barazzone Student Travel Endowment
The Fiedler Family Faculty Development Fund
The Jean Curry Burt ‘40 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Challenge Fund
The Joan M. Finegold Memorial Endowed Award in Nursing
The Joan M. Finegold Memorial Endowed Scholarship in Nursing
The Judy Papernick ’79 Internship Endowment Fund
The Karen Lake ’67 Interfaith Program Endowment
The Kevin Ann Cartwright ‘72 Scholarship Fund
The Mariann Boggs Campbell ‘48 Endowed Scholarship of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge Fund
The Mary Lou Franz Uhl ’52 Women in Science Fund
The Paul and Marion Swannie Rand ’45 Scholarship Fund
The Presidential & Trustee Scholarship Fund
The Rachel Carson Sustainability and Environmental Lecture Series at Chatham University in memory of Charles W. Prine, Jr.
The Reverend Elizabeth Platz Smith ’62 Scholarship Fund of the Class of 1962 Scholarship Challenge
The Susan Bergman Gurrentz ’56 Scholarship Endowment
The Susan Bergman Gurrentz ’56 Art Gallery Endowment
The Thomas J Hershberger Scholarship Fund
The Tom and Bonnie Vankirk ’81 Pennsylvania Center for Women and Politics Program Endowment
Theo Colborn-Rachel Carson Scholarship Award
Tom and Bonnie Vankirk ’81 Scholarship Endowment
USS Foundation Scholarship
Vira I. Heinz Scholarship Program for Women in Global Leadership
Virginia Rossell Endowed Fund
Vivian C. Richman Endowed Fund
Vivian Lowery Derryck ‘67 Endowed Scholarship
Wherrett Fund for Art
Wherrett Fund for Microfilm
William F. Benter Global Citizenship Fund
William Holdship Rea Endowed Fund
William J. Morrison Endowed Fund
William J. Strassburger Award
William Randolph Hearst Endowed Fund for Women in Science
Winifred Bonnie George Switzer ‘63 Endowed Scholarship
Winifred Saxon Endowed Fund
Yvonne Schomber Memorial Fund